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Clusters of Galaxies
Clusters of galaxies are gigantic structures in the universe. Galaxies emit a lot of gravity, this makes nearby galaxies 
attract each other and are merged to form clusters.
Our galaxy, the Milky Way, is part of a small cluster called the Local Group (Orion Arm). More concretely, our galaxy is 
located in the Coma Cluster, located at the same time in the supercluster Laniakea.
 The Coma cluster contains 1000 galaxies identified, it is one of the largest of the Coma Supercluster. Its 10 brightest spiral 
galaxies have apparent magnitudes between 12 and 14. In Laniakea there are 100000 galaxies and ten thousand trillion 
stars, in total with one hundred thousand trillion solar mases.
This is one of the 6 million superclusters are detectable may exist in our universe. Laniakea has a size of about 160 Mpc or 
520 million light years

MEASURE OF  THE STARS SHINE

MAGNITUDE SHINE

1 2,512

2 6,310

3 15,851

4 39,818

5 100,022

6 251,257

FATE OF STARS DEPENDING ON 
THEIR INITIAL MASS

Low mass stars Brown Dwarf

Mid-sized stars P.nebula+White 
dwarf

High mass stars Supernova+neutron 
stars

Massive stars Supernova/gamma 
ray brust+Black hole

As conclusion, we have learnt about measuring light, stars, galaxies, galaxiy clusters, specially COMA Cluster. 
Also we have proved that the radius of the COMA cluster is 5,46·10¹⁸ km

Like in other scientist research, the components of the Data-Analisis 
group we have worked in team for get a good result. For get this 
result we have used two programs: Topcat and Aladin we have used
TopCat to analyze and organyze the astronomical's datas and so with
filters we organized every galaxys of the clusters but with more
intensity, our COMA Cluster. And Aladin witch introduce us to the 
universe with a virtual reality in our computer.

In Topcat we have looked the references of Redshift of the COMA
Cluster, and then we could locate it, like we can see in graphics 1 
and 2,then , we have created a new value with his respective ecuation,
witch we can see in the graphic 4, for know the radical velocities of the 
galaxies, and we got the results that we can see in the graphic 3.
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In conclusion:
· The radial velocity is 1070'87, the minimum value is -3096'77427 and the max. is 2991'202.

· With Virial Theorem we have calculated the dynamic mass, which is 8'19819 · 1043 . 
We
 can see it in graphic 5
 

Graphic 4

In this part of the project, we were tasked about the COMA Cluster using the professional 1,5 meters 
telescope in the Sierra Nevada Observatory (OSN).
We prepared a project mainly about COSMOS , astronomical filters and the OSN. First of all, we explained 
importants terms about COSMOS, as the exposure time (ExT) the signal to noise (the ratio of the amplitude 
of a signal above the noisy level and amplitude of the noise).
Secondly, we know that there are a lot of astronomical filters that are used to understand the astrophysics.
 The OSN have two Nasmyth telescopes with apertures of 1,5 and 0,9 meters.
The most interesting filters to see the COMA cluster are V, R and B Johnson.
The exposure time that we need for each filter is 4 minutes.

Conclusions:
Given the graph with filters, following the criteria of 
separation between them, we can see:
The more separate, more information will be different 
and the similarity of the galaxies 1 and 2. We have 
chosen the following filters; V, R, and B.

In 1933 Zwicky used, for the first time,  the words "dark matter" to refer to what is not visible but we can observe indirectly through gravitational pull on other celestial bodies.
Until today, the Big Bang cosmological model is the only theory whose predictions are consistent with the observations of the universe .The term ‘cosmological parameters’ referred to the parameters describing the global dynamics of the 
Universe, such as its expansion rate and curvature.
Which are the currents values for these parameters? Hubble law: v = H0 x r    where v is the recessional speed of a galaxy at a distance r , the metric tensor of Einstein’s general relativity(curvature of space-time): g = \sum_{i,j=1}^n g_{ij} \ 
dx^i\otimes dx^j  , and parameter for energy and mass of Einstein: E=m x c2 where E is the energy, m the mass and c the constant.
Dark matter is a hypothetical kind of matter that cannot be seen with telescopes but accounts for most of the matter in the universe. The baryonic matter should include protons, neutrons and all the objects composed of them, but exclude 
things such as electrons and neutrinos which are actually leptons. Most of the matter in the universe is dark.

Dark Matter cannot be detected by processes associated with light, because they don’t interact with it, so it can be detected through its gravitational effects.
Its overall abundance is precisely measured, and the Universe is made up of about a 20% of Dark Matter.
The main differences between Dark Matter and Dark Energy are:
-DM: it explains the gravity of celestial objects. Dark Matter attracts (pulls matter inward). It exerts its influence on individual galaxies as well as the universe at large.
-DE: It explains the acceleration with which an object moves away in the universe. Dark energy repels (pushes matter outward). Dark energy shows itself only on the largest cosmic scale.

To comprehend the expansion of the universe, it’s necessary to understand the following concepts:
-zThe metric expansion of space. Is the increase between two distant parts of the universe with time.
-The scale factor. Is a parameter used for explain the relative expansion of the universe.
-Hubble's law. Is the name for the observation in physical cosmology that observes objects in deep space .
-The Doppler effect. Is the change in frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative to its source.
-Cosmological redshift physics, redshift happens when light or other electromagnetic radiation from an object is increased in wavelength, or shifted to the red end of the spectrum.

The main idea of virial theorem is to obtain the average kinetic energy to very complex systems where it is very difficult to obtain an exact solution. The mass in the dynamic is a property that indicates how much inertia has a body, or that 
both opposes the change in speed. Galaxy clusters should exist in the universe and they do, but their existence can only be explained due to the dark matter, as the mass of the visible matter is not enough to keep the cluster together. The 
crossing time is the time it takes for a galaxy to cross the cluster.The Coma Cluster is, roughly, 12.983 Gyr , almost the age estimated for the universe (13,299 Gyr)

Conclusion:

1.The Coma Cluster radio is 176 Kcp = 5.460.000.000.000.000.000 km                                                              

2.Light takes 600.000 years too cross the Coma Cluster


